Defining relative clauses

1 Match the sentence halves.
   A cinema is a place
   B New Zealand is the country
   C Steven Spielberg is the director
   D Hollywood Boulevard is a street
   E February or March are the months
   F I don’t like films
   G Toy Story 1 was the first film
   H who doesn’t speak any Spanish at all
   I is going to live in Mexico.
   J The website which you told me about is really fascinating.
   K I’ve just watched the DVD that you gave me.
   L Charles Dickens, who is my favourite author, wrote
   M Oliver Twist.
   N He comes from a small town in Australia, where my mum grew up.
   O Sean Connery, who was born in Scotland, played
   P James Bond.
   Q I visited the castle where they made the Harry Potter films.
   R Emma Watson, who/whose is English, played Hermione in the Harry Potter films.
   S My favourite music is reggaeton, which/where originated in the Caribbean.
   T Wellington, where/that Peter Jackson made the Lord of the Rings films, is in New Zealand.
   U In May, which/when the festival takes place, it’s very warm and sunny in Cannes.
   V My brother, who/that is crazy about cinema, is making a film at school.
   W My sister, who/whose idol is Robert Pattinson, has got all the Twilight DVDs.
   X My new e-book reader, which I bought from the supermarket, is already broken.
   Y Jane Austen, who wrote six novels, lived in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
   Z Hollywood is the town centre.
   AA The students who arrived late must do extra homework.
   BB What’s the name of the first film Spielberg directed?
   CC This is the book that we’re studying in class at the moment.
   DD The best special effects that I’ve ever seen were in the film Avatar.
   EE He’s the director who made The Artist.